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typical liquefaction mitigation methods → undesirable 
environmental impacts
http://www.haywardbaker.com/solutions/liquefaction-mitigation
Deep Dynamic Compaction 




leaching into the soil
MICCP
▸ Use Sporosarcina pasteurii to stabilize liquefiable soils 
‣ bacteria → urease enzyme → precipitate calcium carbonate 
CO(NH2)2+2H2O→2NH4++CO32- 
Ca2++CO32-→CaCO3  (s) 
‣ precipitate forms:  
‣ pore space 
‣ around soil particles 




▸ small strain (γ = 10-4 – 10-1%) tests - 
Resonant Column 
▸ shear modulus (G) and damping 
ratio (ξ) obtained for each level of 
strain 
▸ G → strength of the soil  










































MICCP = 7.5% 
Gmax = 132 MPa 
↑ 35.4%
MICCP = 1% 
Gmax = 92.5 MPa 
↑ 7.4%
MICCP = 0% 
Gmax = 85.7 MPa
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RESULTS - SEM IMAGES






▸ increasing strength (G) with increasing precipitation (%) for 
small strains 
▸ 1% precipitation → 7.5% increase in strength 
▸ 7.5% precipitation → 35.4% increase in strength 
▸ SEM images → precipitate forms within the pore space 
and on particle surfaces
FUTURE WORK
▸ extend testing to large strains → dynamic triaxial testing to 
determine: 
▸ the number of cycles to failure (N) 
▸ threshold strain → compared to unstabilized sand 
▸ if MICCP improves the failure point at which liquefaction 
occurs 
▸ determine how sustainable compared to typical methods 
→ life cycle assessment
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